The Structure of Description: Evaluating Descriptive Inferences and Conceptualizations

Marcus Kreuzer

Explanation presumes description. Description explores the who, when, where, and how, and its answers furnish the raw material for theorizing and explaining. This connection between description and allegedly serendipitous exploration contributed to the notion that description is inherently subjective and thus incapable of being evaluated. I challenge this notion of “mere” description. I show that description has a distinct structure that consists of discreet analytical stages facing distinct inferential challenges. The quality of description thus becomes a function of how well it addresses those challenges. I explicate distinct criteria for evaluating how well a describer handles those challenges. I illustrate their utility by applying them to the controversy in the late 1990s between Daniel Goldhagen and Christopher Browning over what explained the willingness of ordinary Germans to kill Jews.

The failure to explain is caused by a failure to describe.¹

—Benoit Mandelbrot

Mathematician and polymath, 1924–2010

Mandelbrot’s admonition to properly describe before setting out to explain may seem startling, especially coming from a world-renowned mathematician, trained in arguably one of the least descriptive disciplines. But his admonition resonates with political scientists doing process tracing, case studies, or comparative historical analysis, and who trade off technical rigor for a more descriptive, exploratory, theory-building mode of analysis.² Their work testifies to a recognition that description is something distinct and crucial for generating theoretical insights.³ Yet for all its appreciation, “mere” description still lives under the shadow of explanation and does so because it lacks evaluative criteria.⁴ This paper puts the canard of mere description to rest by demonstrating that description has a clear structure, involves distinct inferential tasks, and makes it possible to ultimately differentiate bad from good description.

The paper is organized into three sections. The first sketchs the description conundrum that while political scientists widely agree upon the importance of description, but they disagree over whether and how it can be evaluated. It attributes this conundrum to the conflation of two forms of description, historical and statistical description, that have to be evaluated differently. The second section outlines five key elements of description: finding new facts, organizing them through concepts, selecting evidence from facts, specifying the ontological scope conditions of evidence, and making cross-level inferences. It shows that historical and statistical description share these five elements and that each has its own criteria against which these five steps can be evaluated. In short, I argue that historical description, once it is analytically differentiated from statistical description, can be just as readily assessed.

The third section illustrates the ability of these criteria to discriminate between bad and good historical
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description by drawing on the well-known Goldhagen controversy. The publication in 1996 of Daniel Goldhagen’s Hitler’s Willing Executioners: Ordinary Germans and the Holocaust set off a heated scholarly and public debate. This debate is interesting because only four years earlier Christopher Browning published Ordinary Men: Reserve Police Battalion 101 and the Final Solution in Poland that had tackled the same question posed by Goldhagen. As part of their broader analysis, both scholars were describing how willingly ordinary Germans killed Jews during the Holocaust. Both used the same archival sources but ended up describing the perpetrators’ willingness in different ways. Their disagreement triggered an unusually large and intense scholarly debate that evaluated their respective analysis. This debate identified flaws in Goldhagen’s analysis that illustrate the usefulness of my proposed criteria. Moreover, the debate concluded that Browning’s description was clearly superior to Goldhagen’s. It underscores that evaluating historical description is not only possible but also can reach a scholarly consensus and thus belies the claim that description is subjective and relativistic and thus inferior to explanation.

The Description Conundrums

Methodologists agree on the broad contours of description, what motivates it, and how it contributes to social inquiry. Despite this consensus, the effort to assess description faces two challenges. First, constructivists raise a fundamental question about whether facts provide an epistemologically defensible benchmark for evaluating description. They point out that descriptive inferences rely on theory-laden evidence which makes it problematic to evaluate description strictly on their factual basis and without consideration of theoretical presuppositions. Second, methodologists have written only sparsely on how they evaluate description and their limited writings put forth different evaluative criteria. So, the consensus on why we describe is challenged by the question whether description can be evaluated, and if so, how it is to be evaluated. I need to address these two conundrums description faces before I show how to evaluate it.

Consensus on Why We Describe

Description is recognized across disciplines and methodologies as a crucial element of social inquiry. Historians of science discuss its role in the development of modern science, anthropologists link thick description to understanding, sociologists emphasize its centrality in theorizing, and political scientists discuss its importance for concept formation. These discussions treat description in very general terms and associate it with exploring the social world by finding out, just like journalists, who the central actors were, how they behaved, under what circumstances, and when and where their actions took place. These explorations help to clarify “what the devil is going on around here”; to name, abstract, and categorize social occurrences; to discover new dimensions disguised by previous concepts; and ultimately to “establish that the empirical puzzle really exists, that the thing-to-be-explained is there to be explained.” Finally, these discussions also recognize that description plays a crucial role in theorizing by helping to re-specify theories and thereby untangle test anomalies. In short, there is broad agreement that description translates factual observations into testable hypotheses and thus connects the empirical complexities of social reality with the technical testing requirements of social inquiry.

First Conundrum: Can Description Be Evaluated?

This broad agreement on the importance of description, however, does not translate into corresponding agreement about how to evaluate it. Constructivists contend that the role played by facts in generating description is influenced by its broader historical, cognitive, professional, economic, political, and theoretical context and thus point out that this broader context raises doubts about the epistemological standing of facts. This constructivist challenge is thought-provoking but fully engaging it would take me too far afield. Browning and Goldhagen’s analysis might have been influenced by their religious beliefs, their career stages, or of the political implications of their findings. Such factors undoubtedly can matter but they are too random and subjective to be methodologically relevant. I therefore background all these contexts except for the theoretical one because it has the most direct methodological implications (refer to online Annotation 1).

Thomas Kuhn famously pointed out that observations are inherently theory-laden, by which he meant to indicate that any inference drawn from facts is heavily structured by whatever theoretical foreknowledge a scholar uses to select those facts. He meant to challenge the notion that facts are “particulars isolated from their context and immune from the assumptions of . . . theory, hypothesis, and conjecture.” Facts become “evidence that has been gathered in light of—and thus in some sense for—a theory or hypothesis.” Kuhn’s point raises doubts about the epistemological status of facts and my claim that description can be evaluated in terms of its factual foundations. These doubts require a response.

At a general level, Kuhn’s claim is true and impossible to refute because no fact is ever entirely pre-theoretical. But if we look at the particulars of the research process, it is possible to demonstrate that facts are sufficiently autonomous from theory to provide an epistemologically defensible basis for evaluating description. I draw support for this claim from historians of science and methodologists. Historians of science point out that the epistemological status of facts became more ambiguous as the techniques for scientific inquiry improved (i.e., experiments, statistical inference, quantification) and as theoretical
knowledge accumulates. The growing role that theory plays in ladening facts with foreknowledge also diminished the inductive potential of facts. Historians of science thus broadly support Kuhn’s claim at a general level. But by placing it in a historical context, they also show that the theory-ladeness of facts is not a fixed given, but varies with the level of theory development and formalization of testing techniques (refer to online Annotation 2).

The etymology of the term “fact” underscores its epistemological autonomy. The term itself has a confusing dual connotation (refer to online Annotation 3). The term was adopted during the scientific revolution to “provide a new epistemological category that made it possible, at least in principle, to distinguish data [i.e., facts] from evidence—i.e., to imagine the pure experience, uncontaminated by inference or interpretation.” This pre-theoretic understanding of facts contrasts with its use for designating a theory to be a fact after it has been extensively confirmed. (e.g., evolution is a fact). The word “fact” thus carries the two epistemologically contradictory connotations of being independent from theories or being the theory itself. Furthermore, historians of science point out that changing professional labels reflects the variability of theory-ladeness. Over the course of the scientific revolution, natural philosophers or natural historians became natural scientists, naturalists became biologists and geologists, antiquarians and chroniclers became historians, and astronomers became astrophysicists. These labels denote a shift to a less inductive and more theoretical model of inquiry. The older labels survive today and designate more exploratory modes of inquiry. Overall, historians of science make it clear that, while facts are theory-laden, theories do not pre-determine them and hence do not deny them epistemological standing. Theory and facts are intertwined in a dialectical relationship rather than an unresolvable chicken-and-egg conundrum (refer to online Annotation 4).

Second Conundrum: How to Evaluate Description?
Given that it is epistemologically defensible to evaluate description, we now face the task of finding criteria for such an evaluation. This is a challenging task because little has been written on this subject and even less has been agreed on. In political science, Gary King, Robert Keohane, and Sidney Verba (KKV) and John Gerring provide the most prominent treatments of description, but they say little about how to evaluate it and their advice to increase the number of observations to meet their three criteria for evaluating descriptive inferences: unbiasedness, efficiency, and consistency. They provide the most prominent treatments of description, but they say little about how to evaluate it and their advice to increase the number of observations to meet their three criteria for evaluating descriptive inferences: unbiasedness, efficiency, and consistency. There are two problems with these criteria.

First, KKV offer conflicting definitions of description that conflate its historical and statistical variant and that don’t consistently align with their three criteria. In some passages, they employ a qualitative understanding of description as historical or case study-based description. They then define description as collecting facts, which is oddly narrow given that collecting facts is at best a minor part of description. At another point, KKV claim that interpretation is somehow something different from, rather than being part of, description. And a longer section relates description to sorting out systematic and non-systematic factors, which is consistent with statistical but not historical description. These definitional inconsistencies suggest that KKV equate description with statistical description and view historical description as something different, something they loosely associate with interpretation, case studies and non-systematic factors (refer to online Annotation 5).

Second, KKV’s tacit equation of all description with statistical description explains why their evaluation criteria follow strictly frequentist logic. This logic is evident in their advice to increase the number of observations to meet three evaluative criteria—unbiasedness, efficiency, and consistency. But they don’t spell out how to increase observations involving particularizing, non-standardized, historical evidence. Such evidence will never generate the frequency distributions necessary to apply their three criteria. KKV thus ignore that confidence in inferences does not just follow a frequentist logic, in which only the number of observations matter, but that it also follows an interpretive logic in which the quality of evidence and its ability to discriminate among competing hypotheses are crucial (refer to online Annotation 6).

John Gerring, in turn, is ambivalent about whether description can be evaluated. He articulates detailed criteria for evaluating concepts, which are a key element of description, and uses them to identify the shortcomings of existing democracy indicators. Yet despite evaluating these specific descriptions, he remains skeptical about the ability to evaluate description in general. He contends that “causal inference is still a more highly structured—more ‘objective’—enterprise than descriptive inference” and expresses doubt “whether one can say anything at all that pertains to this broad and seemingly incoherent subject.” Gerring’s verdict is a bit surprising because, unlike KKV, he clearly distinguishes between historical and statistical description. His typology differentiates between a singular version of historical description, which he labels as “particularizing accounts,” and
four generalizing, statistical forms (e.g., indicators, associations, syntheses, typologies). \(^ {31} \) One therefore has to assume that his skepticism applies to historical and statistical description alike.

The conundrum of how to assess description requires a differentiation between historical and statistical description and a careful extrapolation of their respective inferential tasks. Each of these tasks involves challenges that description faces as well as the criteria used to assess how well the descriptor solved them.

**Elements of Description and Criteria for Their Evaluation**

Looked at superficially, historical description involves the mundane exploration of the rudimentary, journalism-like who, when, where, what, and how of a particular event. But looked at more closely, it constitutes a complex analytical process that requires five tasks: finding new facts, conceptualization, selecting evidence, ontological calibration of evidence, and making cross-level inferences. The last four of these tasks require drawing inferences, that is, they involve leveraging the concrete attributes of observable evidence to understand something broader that is not directly unobservable. \(^ {32} \) Such inferences can be causal when they link evidence to unobservable causal claims, or they can be descriptive when they use evidence to describe something unexplored. Description, therefore, can be understood as the analytical product of the inferences drawn from evidence to something that is both unobservable and unexplored.

In historical description, four steps define this inference process and these steps also provide the basis for evaluating the quality of description. First, conceptualization is one goal of historical description. It involves drawing inferences from circumstantial, non-standardized pieces of observable evidence to generalized and standardized attributes of unobservable concepts. Historical description hence has to be evaluated in terms of the validity of such conceptual inferences. Second, the selection of evidence requires drawing inferences about the probative value of the selected evidence against the evidence that was not selected, or not yet discovered. Historical description thus has to be evaluated in terms of the balance between the strength of the supporting evidence and the potential confounding effects of unobserved but potentially available additional evidence. Third, the different temporal and spatial coordinates of historical evidence complicates inferences because the unobservable target claim involves temporal and spatial assumptions that are more homogeneous than those contained in the evidence. The assumptions about the target claim’s presumed ontological uniformity hence have to be evaluated against the actual ontological heterogeneity contained in the evidence. Finally, evidence varies in its granularity and requires drawing inferences from evidence observed at one level of analysis to conclusions stipulated at another level. Historical description thus has to be assessed in terms of the validity of such cross-level inferences.

In short, historical description would be impossible were it not for inferences that make a leap from observable evidence to unobservable and unexplored outcomes. Such leaps entail the risk of overlooking confounding factors that ultimately diminish the quality of descriptive inferences. I elaborate on these four inferential steps together with the fifth non-inferential task of finding facts. I contrast them with statistical description to underscore their respective evaluative criteria. I conclude by highlighting the exploratory role that historical description plays and the resulting importance to assess its contributions for theorizing more systematically. As will become apparent, validating historical descriptive inferences depends on marshaling extensive evidence and lengthy interpretations that fit uncomfortably with the word limits and citations practices of many existing journals. This article therefore is accompanied by Annotations for Transparent Inquiry (ATT) which involves a newly evolving citation protocol and technology aimed specifically at giving qualitative scholars additional room to elaborate on their research judgments. \(^ {33} \)

**Finding Evidence and Data: Reliability**

Description requires new information that can be explored. \(^ {34} \) Tracing the process by which such new information is turned into evidence, which is used in historical description, helps clarify the first evaluation criteria: reliability.

Facts provide the raw material for historical description, but the descriptive potential of facts is limited by their unstructured nature and the challenges they impose on the researcher to bring her foreknowledge to bear to analytically harness them. Historians acknowledge this challenge by distinguishing between facts and evidence. Facts involve the sum total of all the potentially available documentary recordings of historical occurrences. But such facts are disorganized which makes it challenging to find facts relevant for a theory. Finally, finding relevant facts requires sleuthing, language proficiency, familiarity with the organization of archives, knowledge about legal restrictions guiding their access, intuitions of what might have been deliberately omitted or destroyed, and above all, persistence. \(^ {35} \) Evidence, in turn, involves the subset of relevant facts that historians select and use in their description. Lorraine Daston called evidence “facts with significance” because their selection was guided either by theoretical foreknowledge or because a theoretically unladen fact suggests a new theoretical implication. \(^ {36} \) Richard Evans nicely captured the mediating role of theory when he observed that “facts thus precede interpretation conceptually, while interpretation precedes evidence.” \(^ {37} \)
It is not clear whether statistical description makes an equally sharp distinction between pre-selected and selected information, but the distinction between observation and data captures something similar. Political or economic indicators turn raw social observations into numerical data, that is, observations with significance. Generating numerical data follows a formalized process that uses concepts to standardize evidence and requires technical measurement instruments for turning nominal observations into interval or ratio data. Inter-coder reliability is the key criteria for evaluating the reliability of such converted data. This conversion of observations into data is very theory-laden and constrained by which observations can be mathematically expressed.

Reliability is the criterion for evaluating the process by which facts and observations were found, recorded, and collected. Numerical data has clear reliability criteria in the forms of the explicitness of the coding or sampling protocols. Historians, in turn, use fact checking and source criticism to evaluate the reliability of their evidence. E.H. Carr recommended “to study historians before you study the facts” and thus hinted at the importance of source criticism. Historians recognize that archives and written records are not neutral collections of historical facts; they do not record everything nor do they do so in a disinterested fashion. Source criticism assesses the credibility of the sources used and figures out how much weight can be assigned to each piece of evidence. Fact checking, in turn, assesses whether facts were properly converted into evidence. Such proper conversion requires accurately recording dates, names, locations, correctly translating testimony, or properly citing textual passages. This conversion entails the possibility of factual errors that can be identified by comparing the evidence against the original facts from which it was generated (refer to online Annotation 7).

**Conceptualization: Validity**

This generation of evidence and data face the challenge that facts and observations are fragmentary, unstructured, and, largely illegible. Carr points out that “facts don’t speak for themselves... but only speak when the historian calls on them.” Concepts play a central role in enabling a dialogue between scholars and their facts or observations that makes them legible. Howard Becker states that “without concepts, we don’t know where to look, what to look for, and how to recognize what you were looking for when you find it.” He also cautions that concepts “are not just ideas, or speculations, or matters of definition. In fact, concepts are empirical generalizations which need to be tested and refined on the basis of empirical research results.” Becker suggests here that concepts, while linked to theories, are not fixed and entirely theory-laden; they also are subject to empirical verification and that validity serves as the criterion to evaluate concepts.

Concepts are abstractions and summarize characteristics of a phenomenon that are not directly observable and thus need to be inferred from observable evidence. Validity assesses the quality of these conceptual inferences by asking how accurately a concept summarizes those characteristics arithmetically or figuratively.

In statistical description, concepts are fixed data containers whose validity is assessed in two ways. In the rare instances where the population means are known, the sample mean can be used to assess the validity of a particular concept. Otherwise, concepts are evaluated in terms of their usefulness for generalization. A concept is evaluated in terms of its resonance with existing terminology, the consistency with which it is used across cases, the clarity of its differentiation from neighboring concepts, its utility to describe phenomena across divergent contexts, and how closely it corresponds to the phenomena it purports to describe.

Historians, on the other hand, evaluate concepts in a less formal manner because they don’t treat concepts as fixed data containers that are meant to make observations comparable. They treat concepts as loose, flexible prototypes that are continuously updated to better describe the relevant facts at hand. This conceptual updating reflects John Lewis Gaddis’s point that historical facts need to be made legible by reorganizing and combining them into slightly broader evidentiary categories, some of which might have been suggested by pre-existing concepts. He argues that replicating facts in all their particularities would be of little use because “the reader would drown in detail.” What is required instead is “distillation” or “representation.” Concepts guide this distillation process but the distillation itself also updates the concepts. Given this different function, historians evaluate conceptual inferences in two ways. First, they argue over the exceptionalism of a concept, that is, whether it is too unwilling to generalize. German historians, for example, have long argued over the so-called Sonderweg, that is, whether Germany’s path to modernity was unique. Second, historians evaluate concepts on whether they are too theory-laden, too willing to generalize, and thus hide facts that should be explored. They focus on the elements that a concept leaves out and thus produces a description that is too particularistic (i.e., under-generalize) or too general (i.e., over-generalize).

**Selecting Evidence and Data: Representativeness**

Description requires drawing inferences from a subset of selected evidence for the entire evidence that is potentially available. These inferences are judged against different criteria for statistical and historical description. Data is selected through the sampling of observations and is evaluated in terms of the randomness by which the observations were selected and the size of the sample relative to the population. The process for selecting
historical evidence is less formalized and hence trickier to evaluate. David Hackett Fischer noted that to analyze history,

is to be endlessly engaged in a process of selection. No part of the job is more difficult or more important, and yet no part has been studied with less system, or practiced with less method. Many facts are called, but few are consciously chosen, on explicit and rational criteria of factual significance.60

Fischer is right that historians lack formal criteria for selecting evidence. But this does not mean that they are not concerned about mis-selected evidence, that is, inconsequential noise or un-selected counter-evidence containing potential confounders.58 On the contrary, historians employ three serendipity heuristics to reduce the risk of overlooking confounding evidence: they diversify the types of sources consulted, they read history forward to reduce hindsight bias and conceptual reification, and they make their judgments conditional on how many of the available sources were consulted and how exhaustively they were reviewed. Together, these three heuristics follow a Bayesian-like logic that replaces randomness and sampling with subjective probability judgments about the respective likelihood of selecting supporting evidence and overlooking confounding counter-evidence.58

First, historians try hard to find new sources that might contain potential counter-evidence not collected by existing archives. This involves diversifying their sources by looking at public and private, as well as domestic and foreign, archives.59 Historians regularly point to the limitations of their archives as a source of biased inferences because it reduces the probability of having considered potential counter-evidence. Second, historians were aware of the hindsight bias long before psychologists explored it more systematically. Reading history backward carries the risk of a "creeping determinism," which is linking only those dots that causally connect to the outcome to be explained.60 The same goes for description. Looking back at history through a fixed concept contributes to a creeping conceptual reification and reduces the likelihood of finding new potential counter-evidence.61 Third, historians occasionally muse that avoiding biased evidence selection is only possible through exhaustive description, that is, exploring and selecting all the relevant facts.62 They avoid the impracticality of such exhaustive description by estimating the probability of finding counter-evidence in light of the findings of prior scholarship.63 Carr writes that "historians start with a provisional selection of facts and a provisional interpretation in light of which that selection has been made—by others as well by himself" and then repeats this process.64 This iterative process helps historians make subjective judgments about how many of the existing facts have already been looked at and how exhaustive their own search consequently ought to be. The three elements guiding the historian’s evidence selection—emphasis on diversity rather than frequencies, the extra attention to potentially confounding facts, and the evolving nature of human knowledge—are all elements that figure prominently in Bayesian analysis.65

Ontological Calibration: Making Boundary Conditions Transparent

Concepts help discover and organize facts and observations that oftentimes have very distinct chronological and geographic coordinates. Conceptualization thus also requires attention to its ontological calibration. The variable coordinates of pieces of evidence raise the question of whether concepts are subject to historical or geographic boundary conditions and, if so, how clearly those conditions are spelled out. Such boundary conditions are crucial for assessing whether inferences are biased when the pieces of evidence used to support them have different temporal or spatial coordinates. They explicate the ontological assumptions about the uniformity of evidence and thus become the benchmark for assessing how plausible such assumptions are when the spatial and temporal coordinates of individual pieces of evidence vary and the inferences consequently are cross-temporal or cross-spatial. Statistical description barely pays attention to the biases of such cross-temporal and cross-spatial inferences.66 I therefore explicate the criteria exclusively from the work of historians.

Gaddis argues that historical description makes it necessary to liberate the historian from "the limitations of time and space; the freedom to depart from strict chronology; the license to connect things disconnected in space, and thus to rearrange geography."67 He further contends that such "re-ordering is again necessary to address the limited physical capabilities of individuals to observe . . . Events [that] stretch over space and time."68 Historians thus specify the temporal and geographic reach of their concepts, that is, their simultaneity and contiguity. Units of analysis can be single moments, specific events, periods, or pre-specified calendric units (i.e., decades, centuries) Each of these temporal specifications, or what historians would call periodizations, assumes that observed pieces of evidence occurring during this unit of analysis are simultaneous even though in a strictly chronological sense they are not.69 Or they are assumed to be contiguous at a local, regional, or national—even international—level even though within this geographic confine they took place in different locations. Historians thus detach pieces of evidence from their chronological or geographic context, re-order them, and make them more uniform and hence comparable.

The four panels in Figure 1 present ideal types of cross-temporal and cross-spatial inferences by showing how time and space attributes of evidence can either be lumped to become more simultaneous or contiguous, or can be split to retain their chronological and locational particularities.
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The clear boxes in the middle row represent individual pieces of evidence and the convergence of arrows indicates the degree to which their particular spatial and temporal coordinates have been lumped or split.

In panel 1a, each piece of evidence retains its original spatial and temporal coordinates. The analysis makes no ontological simplifications and involves no cross-spatial or cross-temporal inferences. In panel 1b, the spatial evidence is split while geographic evidence is lumped. This situation corresponds to ahistorical, cross-sectional analysis like Theda Skocpol’s book on revolutions. Skocpol compares the French, Russian, and Chinese revolutions in their respective geographic contexts but largely filters out their very different locations in time. Panel 1c lumps local particularities into a national story involving a sequence of discreet events. Finally, in panel 1d, three pieces of evidence with distinct geographic and temporal coordinates are lumped together and presumed to take place during the same larger-scale time period and geographic area. The degree of simultaneity and contiguity depends on whether time is calibrated in months, years, or decades, and whether space is calibrated in terms of towns, countries, or regions.

Historians do not have such an explicit criterion for evaluating these ontological simplifications. Just as with timekeeping or maps, the proper calibration depends on what is being represented and for what purpose. The proper level of lumping or splitting has to be assessed relative to the goals of a particular description. However, historians emphasize the importance of being transparent about the boundary conditions of their ontological calibrations because it draws attention to two inference problems: reductionist or exceptionalist fallacies.

Lumping time and space carries a reductionist risk because it assumes uniformity in discrete pieces of evidence and thereby overlooks their potential spatial particularities and temporal discontinuities that may lead to overgeneralized inferences. Spatial particularities make a piece of evidence less uniform because some of its attributes are tied to a locality and therefore are not comparable with pieces of evidence from other localities. In turn, temporal discontinuities make a piece of evidence less uniform in two ways. Either, the piece of evidence is tied to a particular historical period that is characterized by so many one-time contingencies that it is distinct from other periods and therefore cannot be readily compared. History in this instance is “one damn thing after another” (varying attributions). Or, the pieces of evidence interact with each other over time through some learning- or path-dependent process. The discontinuity in this instance could result from the qualitative changes over time, rather than discrete contingencies, that make the evidence different and hence non-comparable.

Splitting time and space, in turn, carries the risk of creating an exceptionalist fallacy, that is, the likelihood of overlooking possible inferences. It assumes a lack of evidentiary uniformity and hence misses potential commonalities across time and space that might exist among discrete pieces of evidence. Spatial generalities are possible in the presence of powerful diffusion (i.e. technology) or coercive coordination effects that weaken the impact of local particularities and convergence. Temporal continuities, in turn, are possible when evidence is not significantly affected by period effects and remains unchanged. Legacies, for example, refer to pieces of evidence that are comparable across different political regimes. Historians are particularly prone to exceptionalist fallacy because they rarely compare evidence from different countries.

Historical description will always be subject to exceptionalist or reductionist fallacies. The resulting undergeneralizations or overgeneralizations become problematic only when it can be empirically demonstrated that they omit important confounding factors. And such demonstration requires transparency about boundary conditions of ontological assumptions in the first place.

**Inference across Levels**

Concepts stipulate not just what constitutes evidence or its boundary conditions but also the unit of analysis at
Cross-level inferences are well understood in statistical description. Individual-level data is used to draw inferences about groups, regions, or countries, just as group-level data are used to make inferences about individuals. The confounding effects resulting from cross-level inferences are known as the ecological inference problem. Statisticians have developed various techniques for addressing the problem of scaling up from smaller to large units of analysis as well as for scaling down from larger to smaller ones.\(^7\)

Cross-level inferences also pose a challenge for historical description. Gaddis writes that “anytime a historian uses a particular episode to make a general point, scale shifting is taking place: the small, because it is easily described, is used to characterize the large, which may not be.” Scaling downward uses evidence from a general category to make an inference of smaller, more particular units and scaling upward uses evidence from particular units to make inferences regarding more general ones.\(^6\) Scaling is essential for abstracting from evidence and generating broader descriptive inferences.

Historians rely on interpretive judgments to address two specific confounding problems of cross-level inferences: the fallacy of composition and fallacy of division. The fallacy of composition involves drawing invalid inferences from the actions of individuals to the actions of a group. It would, for example, be unwarranted to infer the patriotism of a platoon solely from the salutes of its individual members on private occasions.\(^7\) The salutes are merely circumstantial evidence that require further evidence to support such an inference. The fallacy of division involves drawing hasty inferences from the action of a group about the preferences of its individuals. It would again be unwarranted to assume that all platoon members are patriotic because the platoon marched in a Fourth of July parade. It is important to underscore that cross-level inferences are not automatically invalid, but their validity is conditional on the quality of the accompanying interpretations.

Historians offer interpretations to convince readers that evidence observed at one level supports an inference at another level. These interpretations can be evaluated in four distinct ways. First, how readily do scholars acknowledge the cross-level inferences as well as their magnitude?\(^8\) A personal letter can be the baseline for making cross-level inferences to a family, a group of friends, a police battalion, soldiers in general, or an entire demographic group and thus involve different magnitudes of upscaling. The larger the magnitude the greater becomes the risk of confounding effects. Second, a single piece of evidence invariably provides only circumstantial support for a cross-level inference. An inference therefore can be judged by how many additional pieces of circumstantial evidence are offered.\(^9\) Third, how explicit and detailed the offered interpretation is allows the reader to replicate the reasoning process from the evidence to inferred outcome. And does the explicitness of this inference increase with the magnitude of the inference?\(^10\) Fourth, how readily do scholars address possible alternative interpretations for a cross-level inference? These four elements offer again a quasi-Bayesian alternative to frequentist inferential logic championed by KKV.\(^11\) (refer to online Annotation 8).

Overall, this section demonstrated that description, rather than being subjective and mere, involves distinct analytical steps that impose distinct logistical challenges and can be evaluated. The fact that the evaluative criteria differ for historical and statistical description does not diminish our ability to differentiate good description from bad description, as the next section will show.

The Goldhagen Controversy

Goldhagen and Browning’s different descriptions about ordinary Germans’ willingness to kill Jews became the basis for their respective explanations. While the ensuing scholarly debate focused on both their descriptive and explanatory inferences, the former played a particularly prominent role. Scholars challenged Goldhagen’s description through various means; some reread the trial transcripts, others leveraged their contextual knowledge, and all closely read Browning and Goldhagen to see whether they could replicate all or parts their inferences.\(^12\) This historiographical debate gives the initial impression of disparate judgments coagulating into a general critique. On closer inspection, however, these judgments fall into the five analytical stages of description summarized in Table 1. Before elaborating on these biases, I first discuss why the two authors described in the first place (refer to online Annotation 9).

Why Browning and Goldhagen Describe

Given that sound description is a first step towards a valid explanation, it is important to clarify the sequence between Browning and Goldhagen’s description and explanation. Both authors operated within an already sizeable literature on the Holocaust that focused on the roles the German state, concentration camps, and committed Nazis played in killing Jews. This literature, however, left four questions unexplored. Were other Germans besides Nazis involved in killing Jews? Were they forced to kill? How willingly did ordinary Germans...
participate in such killings? And what might explain the motivations behind such acts? The first three questions involved the who, what, when, where, and how that needed to be answered before the analysis could proceed to the fourth explanatory question—why?

Browning and Goldhagen quickly answered the first two questions about the Nazis’ involvement in the killings. Existing scholarship pointed out that roughly two-thirds of Jews were killed outside concentration camps through forced marches, starvation, and above all, mass executions. But there was also strong evidence that many individuals involved in those killings were ordinary Germans rather than ideologically committed Nazis. The question as to whether ordinary Germans were forced to kill Jews required a bit more exploring. But this question was also quickly answered after the records showed that Germans working in the police battalions killing the Jews could recuse themselves without facing a direct penalty.

The central question therefore became how willingly did those Germans participate? It was around this question that much of the controversy pivoted. Browning asks “how did these men first become mass murderers? What happened in the unit when they first killed? What choices, if any did they have, and how did they respond? What happened to the men as the killing stretched on week after week, month after month?” 83 And in a similar vein, Goldhagen generated a “phenomenology of killing,” that sought to move the understanding of the perpetrators beyond “mere clinical description of the killing operations” and “convey the horror, the gruesomeness of the events for the perpetrators. . . . Blood, bone, and brains were flying about, often landing on the killers, smirching their faces and staining their clothes.” 84 Thus, establishing the degree of willingness of those ordinary Germans required descriptions of how they killed Jews and whether the when and where of those killings interacted with the how.

After answering those questions, Browning and Goldhagen proceeded to explain why Germans killed Jews. Their explanations were closely tied to their descriptions of how willingly ordinary Germans killed Jews and how they described the historical and geographic context. Table 2 summarizes the two authors’ descriptions about Germans’ willingness to kill Jews that they inferred from five observable and, hence, describable activities. These activities include the level of participation, degree of

| Table 1 | Overview of descriptive biases |
|---|---|---|
| **Descriptive Steps** | **Possible Inference Bias** | **Actual Biases in Goldhagen** |
| 1. Finding facts | Unreliable recording and reporting of evidence | None |
| 2. Conceptualization | Ignoring evidence through mis-conceptualization | Typology only considers killing activities |
| 3. Selecting facts | Cherry-picking of evidence, overlooking counter-evidence | Excludes all self-exculpating evidence |
| 4.a. Simultaneity (cross-temporal inferences) | Lumping → reductionism | Lumps 1941-1944 with 1933-1941 and pre-1919. Overlooks confounding effects of time periods |
| 4.b. Contiguity (cross-spatial inferences) | Lumping → reductionism | None |
| 5. Cross-level inferences | Fallacy of division of composition | Assumes that what is true for members of military units also is true for individual Germans |

| Table 2 | Summary of descriptive inferences |
|---|---|---|
| **Observable Pieces of Evidence** | **Goldhagen** | **Browning** |
| Level of participation | Very high | High |
| Degree of voluntarism | Very high | High |
| Psychological harm | None | Common |
| Extra-ordinary violence | Common | Unusual |
| Delight, bragging | Common | Unusual |
| Un-observable, descriptive inference | Very high level of willingness | Moderate level of willingness |
voluntarism, psychological harm resulting from killings, extra-ordinary violence used in the killings, and bragging about killing Jews.

Goldhagen inferred a very high and Browning a moderate level of willingness. Those descriptive inferences are interesting because they are directly linked to their explanations. Goldhagen attributes the willingness of ordinary Germans to a long-standing, particularly venomous form of eliminationist anti-Semitism. He retraces the long-term historical roots of this anti-Semitism by working backward from the wartime willingness of the members of Police Battalion 101 to anti-Semitic writings in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Germany. Browning also sees anti-Semitism as an important motivating factor, but he places it in a broader context. He emphasizes the brutalizing effects of the war, fighting on the Eastern Front against the Communist Soviet Union, the role of military peer pressure, and interest in military promotions.

The comparison of Goldhagen and Browning is interesting for three reasons. First, the aforementioned link between their distinct descriptions and different explanations underscores just how consequential description is for theorizing. Second, Browning and Goldhagen used the almost identical archival material for their analysis, thus drastically reducing the likelihood that their diverging descriptions were artifacts of the historical facts they consulted (refer to online Annotation 10). Third, the controversy produced a clear verdict and thus calls into question all historical description as inevitably mere description. The publication of Goldhagen’s book and his dismissal of Browning’s argument unleashed both a public and scholarly debate that is rarely seen in academia. The scholarly response focused on the consistency of their arguments and re-evaluated much of their evidence. And it produced a near unanimous verdict in favor of Browning after it identified flaws in Goldhagen’s argument and, particularly, in how he described Germans’ willingness to kill Jews. The following review of this verdict demonstrates that historical description can be evaluated in terms of the five proposed criteria just as rigorously as statistical description.

Finding Evidence

Historians evaluate the reliability of their facts through source criticism and fact checking. Browning and Goldhagen address the reliability of their sources in considerable detail which might explain why historians did not raise any significant questions.85 Both are cognizant that their facts were generated in the early 1960s, twenty years after the actual events took place; through court testimony summarized by investigators rather than verbatim transcripts; and were potentially shaped by the questions posed and the omission of self-incriminating evidence.86 Goldhagen and Browning also carefully weigh the biases that might arise from these sources, spell out how they went about assessing their reliability, and why they had confidence in them. This, together with the fact that both used the same sources, explains why the reliability of their sources wasn’t an issue.87

Goldhagen’s thesis was subjected to thorough fact-checking, and fact checkers found factual errors, contestable translations, and inaccurate quotations.88 But they overlooked that such errors are an inescapable part of research and that ultimately what matters is whether they are systematic or not. And it is this systematic quality that Goldhagen’s critics failed to adequately document. His errors therefore are the random errors that every scholar commits and were inconsequential for the quality of his descriptive inferences. They probably ended up attracting attention because they are “easier” to verify than the other elements of description.

Conceptualization

Browning and Goldhagen’s conceptualizations illustrate the difference between fixed concepts with limited exploratory potential and looser proto-concepts that are updated in light of new evidence.

Browning employs an informal categorization that reflects the type of killings undertaken by the Police Battalion. He distinguishes between indirect killing activities (i.e., rounding up Jews in ghettos, clearing ghettos, deporting them to concentration camps) and direct killing activities (i.e., mass execution, hunting down and executing Jews in hiding). For each of these activities, he organizes evidence relating to the number of Jews involved, how willingly perpetrators participated, the levels of perpetrators’ brutality, and their emotional reactions to the killings. This analytical scheme operates at a low level of abstraction and thus captures the relevant nuances of the perpetrators’ actions.

By contrast, Goldhagen uses a fixed classificatory scheme that backgrounds important aspects of the perpetrators conduct. He reduces the police officers’ activities to a two-by-two table in which the rows differentiate between killing activities that were ordered by the state and those initiated by individuals. The columns distinguish between killings that were cruel—in the sense of involving brutality above and beyond executing Jews at gunpoint—or not.89 This scheme conceives all perpetrators as differing only on whether they killed following orders or not, and whether they killed with unnecessary cruelty or not. It silences all activities that were indirectly related to killing Jews (i.e., deportations, clearing of ghettos), efforts of individuals to shirk or formally avoid having to kill Jews, any observations about emotional distress soldiers might have experienced after killing Jews, and any acts of kindness directed toward Jews. The omission of acts of kindness turns out to be immaterial because none were recorded in the testimony.
However, the omission of actions that revealed ambivalence, unwillingness, and even refusal to kill Jews produces a more monochromatic representation of the perpetrators’ willingness. Just like with selectivity, such omissions leave out complexities and make the behavior of Germans more uniform. From this more uniform evidentiary basis, it becomes easier to draw inferences about an extremely high level of willingness.

Ultimately, Goldhagen’s conceptualization closely reflects his two key theoretical propositions: Germans’ were afflicted by an eliminationist anti-Semitism and that this anti-Semitism was unique to Germans. His classificatory scheme, almost by definition, sees only evidence that fits those two propositions, and makes it impossible to update the concept in light of new evidence. It is ultimately so theory-laden that it makes it impossible to observe variations within German anti-Semitism, as well as to compare it cross-nationally (refer to online Annotation 11). By contrast, Browning uses a much looser set of categories that are less theory-laden and exceptionalist. It produces a more distinct description of the perpetrators’ actions, which leads Browning to infer a lower level of willingness.90

**Selecting Evidence**

Goldhagen’s theory-laden and exceptionalist analytical frame was not the only factor biasing his selection of evidence. He also stipulated rules for admitting evidence that systematically excluded disconfirming evidence and left out contextual information that altered the probative value of the selected evidence.

Critics trace Goldhagen’s evidentiary cherry-picking to his decision to categorically “discount all self-exculpating testimony that find no corroborations from other sources” because to “accept the perpetrators’ self-exonerations without corroborative evidence is to guarantee that one will be led down many false paths, paths that preclude one from ever finding one’s way back to the truth.” Goldhagen defends this decision by arguing that the testimony of Police Battalion 101 was given by the perpetrators and thus inherently biased. Browning is also concerned about such biases, but rather than excluding all evidence, he assesses each piece on a case-by-case basis. Goldhagen’s blanket dismissal of large parts of evidence severely skewed the facts he considered for potential evidence. It left him with only two potential sources of evidence: evidence from individuals who did not participate in killings, and therefore could be honest, or evidence of particularly zealously anti-Semitic Germans who were unrepentant and did not care about legal consequences. The first group was virtually non-existent and the second group of zealots was relatively small. Goldhagen therefore excludes so much testimony that it leaves “only a residue of testimony compatible with his hypothesis, and the conclusions are for all practical purposes predetermined.”

Goldhagen’s critics also point to additional forms of cherry picking. They accuse him of mis-citing passages from scholars to fit his analysis (refer to online Annotation 12). And they point out that he frequently leaves out contextual details in order to increase the confirmatory weight of his evidence. They contend that such streamlining of evidence is systematic rather than random because it leaves out confounding evidence about Germans’ high degree of willingness94 (refer to online Annotation 13). Interestingly enough, Goldhagen’s propensity to cherry-pick evidence is also evident in his responses to his critics which elide their central criticisms (refer to online Annotation 14).

**Ontological Calibration**

Critics paid more attention to Goldhagen’s lumping of time than his lumping of space (refer to online Annotation 15). They pointed out that he lumps time by combining prewar and war-time events, as well as treating events during different stages of the war as simultaneous. Each lumping biases his descriptive inferences. The first does so by treating two time periods as qualitatively uniform, when they were not, and the second does so by overlooking important interactions between sequential wartime events.

Goldhagen lumps evidence from the pre-war and wartime periods, arguing that the latter had no significant effect on Germans’ willingness to kill Jews; he treats the two periods as qualitatively equivalent and relegates any particularities that distinguish the war-time from the peace-time period to inconsequential background noise. To Goldhagen, the war only mattered to the extent that it gave Germans an opportunity to act on their pre-existing willingness to kill Jews, but it had no confounding effect on their willingness.95 His critics question this contention. The historian Dirk Moses contends that the extreme circumstances of the war are not the occasion for the release of pre-existing preferences, but the occasion for the development of new ones. Christian-bourgeois norms were not just moral inhibitions preventing the expression of a latent, genocidal anti-Semitism: they were a qualitatively different preference structure altogether. The Nazis knew that their anti-Semitism was not the source of their popularity, and it worried them. It is no surprise that they endeavored to keep secret the details of the “Final Solution.”96

Browning concurs and carefully splits events occurring before and during the war. He points out that “nothing helped Nazis to wage a race war so much as the war itself. In wartime, when it was all too usual to exclude the enemy from the community of human obligation, it was also all too easy to subsume the Jews into the ‘image of the enemy’, or Feindbild.”97 This difference in their splitting and lumping is reflected in the overall structure of their books. Browning’s individual chapters are devoted to a single location and discrete point in time, whereas
Goldhagen’s chapter are much more prone to lumping together time and space (refer to online Annotation 16).

Goldhagen also lumps together events from different stages of the war and thereby misses temporal dynamics and learning effects related to the unfolding of the war itself. His lumping is premised on the assumption that the massacres that occurred over the war years were largely independent of each other and that a perpetrator’s action in one massacre did not affect his actions in a subsequent one. Browning questions this independence assumption after he found that the willingness of members of the police battalion to kill and the number of eager killers increased over time.98 He points to particular feedback mechanisms through which the massacres became interdependent. He argues that the killings themselves, together with the effects of the war, had a brutalizing effect on the members of the police battalion and explains their increased tolerance for killing Jews.99 Browning also points out that officers learned to reduce the psychological costs of killing Jews after the first mass executions in Józefów in early 1942. They began to recruit SS-trained non-German auxiliaries from Soviet territories for the mass killings and therefore could reduce the frequency with which Germans had to kill Jews. They were then assigned to more regular tasks like clearing the ghetto or supervising deportations that did not involve directly killing Jews.100 Therefore, to Browning, these temporal effects have a confounding effect that needs to be factored in when drawing inferences from actions to levels of willingness. To properly capture these confounding effects, the actions have to be split into fine-grained, temporally sequenced events that permit observation of their interdependencies.

Overall, Browning’s splitting time and space sheds interesting light on why his title ends up referring to the members of Police Battalion 101 as *ordinary men*. To Browning, the battalion members were ordinary men influenced by extra-ordinary circumstances, and so their behavior could be observed by non-German ordinary men acting under similarly extra-ordinary circumstances. Goldhagen’s lumping of time and space allowed him to characterize the battalion members in his title as *ordinary Germans* whose behavior was less shaped by the war-time circumstances and more by long-term German-specific eliminationist anti-Semitism. Ironically then, Browning’s splitting and contextualization makes his findings more generalizable, while Goldhagen’s lumping makes his more exceptionalist.

**Cross-Level Inference**

Figure 2 shows the cross-level inferences challenges that both authors faced when having to match the scale of their evidence with that of their unit of analysis. It lists the three units of analysis—individual, group, national—used most frequently by Browning and Goldhagen and identifies the corresponding pieces of evidence. It shows three possible cross-level inferences. The first involves the absence of cross-level inferences if evidence and inference occur at the same level of analysis (e.g., dotted connectors). The second refers to up-scaling by using individual- or group-level evidence to make inference for a higher level of analysis (e.g., grey connectors). Third, downscaling involves using national- or group-level evidence to make descriptive inferences about lower units of analysis (e.g., black connectors).

Browning and Goldhagen’s cross-level inferences vary in small but important ways. Both anchor their analysis in the group activities of Police Battalion 101 and other comparable battalions. But Browning is more circumscribed than Goldhagen in his cross-level inferences and provides a more detailed reasoning (i.e., interpretation) when he down-scales and up-scales.

Browning makes very few cross-level inferences since most of his inferences occur at the level of his evidence. When he scales, it involves a modest down-scaling by drawing inferences from the observable group actions to the willingness of individual Germans to kill Jews in similar front-line contexts. Browning is reluctant to upscale and to draw inferences from the police battalion to all wartime Germans or their longer-term anti-Semitism. Such upscaling occurs mostly in his concluding chapter, is highly qualified, and thus cognizant of potential confounding effects. The inferences he draws from the police battalion’s action for individual Germans illustrates his attention to confounding effects in cross-level inferences. Like Goldhagen, Browning points out that the policemen could have recused themselves from killing Jews without penalties. He further points out that distressingly few policemen availed themselves of this option.101 The authors draw different inferences from this evidence. Goldhagen asserts that soldiers had full agency and that
broader inferences could be drawn from their individual behavior for Germans in general. By contrast, Browning qualifies this inference by pointing to peer pressure as a confounding factor that mediated actors’ private preferences. He therefore questions Goldhagen’s cross-level inferences that private motivations revealed by the behavior on the front are a valid predictor for the motivations of ordinary Germans not serving active military units or police battalions. Others have pointed to the confounding effects of the German state. The Nazi regime disseminated extensive anti-Semitic propaganda and imposed considerable costs on political dissent.  

Goldhagen is quite up front about his upscaling, claiming that his analysis of the actions of the Police Battalion is “intended to do double analytical duty. This should permit the motivations of perpetrators in those particular institutions to be uncovered, and also allows for generalizing both to the perpetrators as a group and to the second target group of this study, the German people.”103 He further states that the “conclusions drawn about the overall character of the [police battalion] members’ actions can, indeed must be, generalized to the German people in general. What these ordinary Germans did also could have been expected of other ordinary Germans.”104 These bold cross-level inferences without adequate interpretations led his critics to accuse him of committing the fallacy of composition (refer to online Annotation 17).

**Description and Theory Development**

I have made three points: historical description has a distinct structure; this structure contains inferential tasks sufficiently discreet that they can be assessed; and the Goldhagen controversy showed that there is a direct connection between the quality of description and explanation. Since the core of this paper extensively addressed the first two points, I conclude by exploring the connection between description, explanation, and ultimately theory development.

Skeptics might contend that little is to be learned from the Goldhagen controversy because it amounts to little more than a disciplinary turf battle. The skeptics are right that it pits Browning and his fellow historians against the lonely political scientist Goldhagen, and that he was treated no better than many other trespassing social scientists. Such skeptics, however, overlook three important points that, once rebutted, make clearer the broader implications of this controversy.

First, Browning and Goldhagen’s disciplinary differences are less relevant than the commonalities of their research question and evidence. Goldhagen used the Holocaust to explore a new dimension of this historical event and not to test theories on genocides. And ironically enough, he, the allegedly generalizing political scientist, produced an explanation so exceptionalist that it even irritated historians (refer to online Annotation 18).

Second, historical description is done by historians and political scientists alike; historians value it to get to the bottom of a particular event, political scientists prize it to get to the bottom of theoretical flaws. Historical description simply is an irreplaceable element of a broader, generalizing, and hypothesis-testing social science. 105 In political science, it is essential for fact checking, validating natural experiments, properly specifying causal mechanisms, or making theoretical sense of testing anomalies. Goldhagen’s descriptive flaws therefore have broader methodological implications because getting historical description right matters to political scientists just as much as it does to historians.

Third, cognitive mindsets might have mattered more in the controversy than disciplinary differences in shaping the quality of description. The structure and tone of Goldhagen’s analysis epitomizes what Isaiah Berlin famously referred to as a hedgehog-like mindset that approaches analytical tasks with one big, bold, and fixed idea. 109 Goldhagen’s opening chapters frontload his bold “no German, no Holocaust” thesis as superior to prior explanations. 110 The subsequent chapters present copious supporting evidence. By contrast, Browning represents a more fox-like mindset that seeks a close and intimate dialogue between different smaller ideas and evidence in order to update the prior knowledge. He begins his analysis with an order of the Police Battalion 101 to execute hundreds of Jews in July 1942, which marked also the beginning of the eleven most deadly months during which over half the Jews were killed who perished during the Holocaust. 111 His subsequent chapters chronicle additional executions over those seven months. It is only in his concluding chapter that Browning draws on broader sociological, psychological, and historical research to explain why these ordinary Germans killed Jews so willingly. This difference in Goldhagen and Browning’s cognitive mindsets illustrates a key point made at the beginning of this paper, that description will only fully realize its exploratory and theory-generating promise when it is not overly constrained by cognitive, theoretical, and epistemological priors. It is the relative absence of such priors among historians that makes historical description so crucial for formulating and refining theories. This untethering of description from such priors and its upgrading from “mere” to systematic will make it easier to address Christie Aschwald’s cleverly stated conundrum that “it is easy to get results but difficult to get answers.” 112 Greater attention to the quality of description will help in sorting out whether tests produce mere results as opposed to genuine answers.
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